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1 INT. ROOM. DAY 1

TITLE: Ambient Vapour

Mist floats. It appears to fill the room. A hand gropes along a wall.
Stumbling LISA falls to the floor. Blind she reaches out and feels. A
body. Peering into the mist she sees the floor is full of people. They
make a little noise but movements are slow, sluggish.

As she tries to sit Lisa is obscured by mist

2 INT. BEDROOM. DAY 2

Lisa wakes

3 INT. KITCHEN. DAY 3

The phone is ringing but Lisa ignores it. She drinks a large glass of
water in one long swallow. The phone pings as a text arrives. Lisa
finishes her drink and picks up her phone.

INSERT: AV. We must do it again

TITLE:  Two weeks ago

4 EXT. STREET. DAY 4

Lisa reads a poster that has been flyposted onto a wall

INSERT: Ambient Vapour: Contact Yourself

5 INT. LECTURE THEATRE. DAY 5

The lecturer drones on and on. Lisa looks out of the window.

Her phone vibrates as a text arrives.

INSERT: Ambient Vapour: Contact Yourself
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Lisa types a reply

INSERT: Who r u?

Her phones vibrates as it receives a text

INSERT: If You Are On Open BlueTooth then you wish to explore. Contact
Yourself

Lisa slides the phone back into her pocket and looks ou of the window

6 INT. KITCHEN. NIGHT 6

Lisa looks into the fridge. Lisa looks into various cupboards then
goes back to the fridge. Still there is nothing Lisa fancies eating

7 INT. BEDROOM. NIGHT 7

Lisa listens to her voice mail

FRIEND
Hiya. Where are ya? We're at the usual table.
We;ve got a drink in for you

The phone pings as a text arrives

INSERT: Ambient Vapour: Contact Yourself

Lisa begins to type a reply

8 EXT. WAREHOUSE. NIGHT 8

Lisa and SARAH stand and look at the warehouse

SARAH
What is this supposed to be?

LISA
Just come in with me for a second?
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9 EXT. WAREHOUSE. NIGHT 9

Sarah comes crashing out of the door

SARAH
You must be crazy. Please don't do it

LISA
Can you wait around for me after?

Sarah doesn't reply

LISA
Please?

10 INT. WAREHOUSE. NIGHT 10

Lisa stands in the room. There are a number of ordinary looking
individual present

MAN
Don't be nervous. I was my first time and it
was a complete waste of energy

A young woman smiles at Lisa

Slowly smoke is pumped into the room space

MAN
I would take your shoes off

Lisa notices that everybody else is in stockinged feet

As the room begins to fill with smoke The people begin to inhale. Lisa
copies

THE END


